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[FOUNDATIONAL WORK OF THE CZECH AVANT-GARDE]

1.  Apollinaire, Guillaume, Karel Čapek, and Josef Čapek, illustrator. 
Pásmo [Zone]. Prague: Nakladatel Fr. Borový, 1919. Quarto (26.8 
× 19.8 cm). Original pictorial wrappers on orange stock; 15, [2] pp. 
With 15 linocut illustrations by Josef Čapek. Wrappers professionally 
restored along spine and with minimal repair to upper right corner; 
else about very good. (51751)   On hold

First book publication of Čapek’s translation of Apollinaire’s poem. 
Its importance for the development of Czech modernist and 
avant-garde poetics and art, especially the Poetist movement, can-
not be overestimated. The work was first published in the journal 
Červen (June) in the same year. 

The design, which incorporates fifteen linocuts by Josef Čapek, was 
likewise a milestone in Czech book design and Pomajzlová devotes 
an entire chapter to it in her Čapek monograph: “It was the first book 
for which he provided a comprehensive solution: cover, illustrations, 
and design. The illustrations’ style and their placement within the 
text of the poem make the accompanying visuals a work of art in 
their own right... Čapek's illustrations show no Cubist fragmentation, 
and in only two cases (Thief, Prostitute) do we come across dynamic 
geometrization; otherwise, his aesthetic is a different one, more of a 
primitivist expression with references to Munch (the distinctive motif 
of the mask, the theme of the scream and the organic concentric 
circles, as in Agate or Lazarus), and a simplification which hints at 
the future Civilism” (pp. 63-69 in Seeing the Book: The Book Design of 
Josef Čapek, 2010).

One of 500 copies printed, of which twenty were numbered and 
hand-colored. 

As of December 2022, KVK, OCLC show five copies in North America.
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[ROMANIAN AVANT-GARDE]

2.  Integral: revistă de sinteză: organ al mişcărei moderne din ţarǎ 
şi strǎinătate [Integral: a magazine of synthesis: organ of the mod-
ern movement domestically and abroad]. No 3 (1925). Bucureşti,  
1925–1928. Quarto (31.5 × 23.3 cm). Original staple-stitched pic-
torial wrappers with a two-color linocut illustration by K. H. Maxy; 
14, [2] pp. including wrappers. Fifteen illustrations printed in blue, 
including smaller vignettes. About very good; small insect damage 
professionally restored; rust to staples. (52096)   Sold

Single issue (of fifteen published in March 1925–April 1928) of the 
Romanian avant-garde journal, which focused primarily on visual art 
and strove for a “synthesis” of all modern tendencies (Futurism, Ex-
pressionism, Cubism, Dadaism), which would leave behind the par-
ticular theoretical programmes and adequately encapsulate modern 
urban life in its totality. Its orientation was inherently international 
and the journal even maintained a “foreign office” in Paris. Neverthe-
less, its understanding of “integralism” remained vague (see Roland 
Prügel, Im Zeichen der Stadt: Avantgarde in Rumänien, 1920–1938, 
pp. 73–74). This issue features a striking two-color linocut cover 
with the characteristically idiosyncratic typography of the journal 
by its founder, K. H. Maxy. Further included are two photographs of 
works by Brancusi, drawings by Tudor Arghezi, additional works by 
Maxy, one drawing by Victor Brauner, and a striking series of drawn 
advertisements signed CM. With texts by B. Fundoianu (Benjamin 
Fondane), Ilarie Voronca, Stephan Roll, F. Brunea, Barbu Florian, and 
others. This copy is printed on better paper (issues on thinner paper 
were also distributed).

Ilk 1997 K303 (pictured on p. 55).

As of June 2022, KVK, OCLC show holdings in various states of com-
pletion at seven institutions.
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[GEORGIAN EXHIBITION CATALOG]

3.  ქართველ ხელოვანთა საზოგადოება (= kartvel khelovanta  
sazogadoeba). Gruzinskoe Khudozhestvennoe Obshchestvo [So-
ciety of Georgian Artists]. სურათების გამოფენა: მესამე 
სურათების გამოფენა, ივნისი-ივლისი 1920 წ. (= suratebis 
gamopena: mesame suratebis gamopena, ivnisi-ivlisi 1920 ts’). 
3-ia vystavka kartin, iun'-iul' 1920 g. [Third exhibition of paint-
ings: June-July 1920]. Tbilisi: Sakhelmts’ipo st’amg [State publish-
ing house], 1920. Small octavo (16.8 × 13 cm). Original side-stapled 
printed self-wrappers; [49] pp. Light wear to wrappers and spine 
fold; text evenly toned; some mild ink staining along top edge of front 
cover; still about very good. (52128)   $1,200

Catalog of the third exhibition of paintings held by the Society of 
Georgian Artists in Tbilisi, Georgia. The organization exhisted from 
1916 to 1921 and played a key role in furthering the visual arts in 
Georgia, as well as collecting and documenting Georgian folk and 
historical art. It was founded at the behest of the St. Petersburg- and 
Munich-educated artist Dimitri Shevardnadze. In 1920, the Society 
helped found the Picture Gallery in Tbilisi. In 1919, Shevardnadze 
helped organize two exhibitions of modern Georgian artists, one in 
the spring and another in the fall, which were successful enough to 
help gather funds for sending young Georgian artists to train abroad. 
Among the most important participants of the present, third exhi-
bition, are famous avant-garde artists Kirill Zdanevich (the brother 
of Iliazd, or Il'ia Zdanevich), Lado Gudiashvili and Niko Pirosmani 
(Nikolai Pirosmanishvili), Georgi (Gigo) Gabashvili, and Irakli Toid-
ze. In total, the catalog lists 442 works by 47 artists, with all text in 
Georgian and Russian on facing pages. Also included are the street 
addresses for the exhibiting artists.

As of December 2022, no copies located via KVK, OCLC. We can only 
trace the copy at the Georgian National Library.
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[COVER DESIGN BY ZDANEVICH]

4.  Rafalovich, Sergei and Kirill Zdanevich (1892–1969), designer. Semi 
tserkvam: poema [To the seven churches: a poem]. Tiflis (Tbilisi):  
Iz-vo “Kavkazskii posrednik”, 1919. Octavo (18.4 × 12.7 cm). Original  
staple-stitched pictorial wrappers with a design by Kirill Zdanevich;  
15, [1] pp. Small chip to lower right corner; wrappers somewhat toned  
and fragile; else about very good. (52511)   $3,500

Rare volume containing a long poem by Sergei L'vovich Rafalovich 
(1875–1943), a Russian poet and translator, who lived in Paris after 1909. 
During the Russian Civil War he also lived in various cities in the Caucasus, 
including Tbilisi, Baku, and Batumi, and published the journal “Orion” in 
Tbilisi together with Sergei Gorodetskii. In a contemporary review, Vladi-
mir Nabokov was critical of Rafalovich's choice of metaphors and themes, 
while conceding occasional moments of genuine poetic talent. The final 
leaf contains a list of Rafalovich's numerous publications.

Wrappers designed by Kirill Zdanevich (1892–1969), painter, book, and 
set designer and a key figure in avant-garde circles in the Caucasus. After 
a brief association with Vladimir Tatlin and Liubov Popova, he gravitated 
towards Mikhail Larionov and Natalia Goncharova, and was a signatory of 
the Rayonist Manifesto in 1913. He became known for his experiments 
with Cubo-Futurism and his interest in primitive art. After being wounded 
during WWI and settling in Tbilisi, he co-founded the futurist group 41 De-
grees (41 Gradus), which also included his brother Il'ia Zdanevich (Ilyazd), 
Aleksei Kruchenykh, the poet Kara-Darvish and the theater director Igor 
Terent'ev, and which was active in 1918–1920. Today Zdanevich ranks 
among the most significant futurist book artists of the time, such as the 
collection of “ferro-concrete” poems titled 1918. He visited Paris in 1920, 
but was mostly confined to the Soviet Union, even serving a ten-year 
GULAG sentence after WWII. The present cover illustration, while partly 
figurative, is reminiscent of his works for ‘1918’ and demonstrates an 
interest in the transition from flat surfaces to three-dimensional objects. 
Signed “K.Z. 1919” to lower left corner.

Not in Getty.

As of November 2022, KVK, OCLC show only one physical copy in North 
America.
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[MUNKA – HUNGARIAN AVANT-GARDE – KASSÁK – CONSTRUCTIVISM]

5.  Molotov, V[iacheslav] and Lajos Kassák (editor). A második orosz ötéves 
terv [The Second Five-Year Plan of the Soviet Union]. Munka könyvtára 
1–2 szám [Working library issue 1–2, series title]. Translated by Róbert 
Szántó. Budapest: Munka, [1932]. Octavo (15.2 × 11.7 cm). Original picto-
rial wrappers designed by Lajos Kassák; 62, [2] pp. Wrappers very faintly 
spotted and lightly rubbed as well as partially detached from the book 
block; leaves somewhat toned, but overall a good copy. (52296)   $1,500

One of only two volumes of the series “Munka könyvtára” (Working library) 
published in two double numbers. After Kassák returned to Budapest from 
Vienna, he gave up the publication of the constructivist journal “MA” and 
founded the journal “Dokumentum”, of which only five issues appeared 
in 1926 and 1927, because its international pretensions were simply not 
noticed in Hungary. Thus Kassák and his circle constituted the journal 
“Munka”, which existed for 10 years. It saw itself as a forum for young 
workers and left-wing students. Along with “100%” it was one of the few 
left-wing magazines not banned in Hungary. The focus was on descriptions 
of living and working conditions as well as the educational situation. At the 
same time, Kassák also used this series as an organ of avant-garde art and 
literature. The design was constructivist and social photography was a focal 
point. The magazine also dealt with film, theater and contemporary art. 
Lectures and exhibitions also continued to be organized. (Cf. Zoltán Péter 
2009, pp. 279–286.) In 1932, for example,“Munka” organized an exhibition 
of avant-garde social photography entitled “A mi életünkböl” (From Our 
Lives), which was quickly banned and whose catalogs were confiscated and 
destroyed. Kassák commissioned young workers and employees from his 
environment to produce photographs of the poor, the unemployed, and the 
homeless. In this way, he achieved different goals at the same time: the 
publication of socially critical, political, and artistically innovative images 
that were nevertheless clear and understandable to a broad audience. (Cf. 
Cat. Kassák 2011, p. 38.)

As of August 2022, OCLC locates only one holding of this title, in North 
America
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[HUNGARIAN AVANT-GARDE]

6.  Bálint, György (author) and Vera Csillag (artist):. Strófák  
[Strophes]. Budapest: Együtt, 1929. Octavo (24.4 × 16.2 cm).  
Original wrappers with typographic linocut print to cover by Vera 
Csillag; 45, [3] pp. Wrappers somewhat dust-soiled and foxed; sec-
tions uncut and unopened; else very good. (52338)   $900

First edititon of this collection of poems by György Bálint, who was a 
writer, publicist, and translator from English, as well as a Communist 
Party activist. His texts were published in the “Wiener Arbeiter-Zei-
tung”, the “Frankfurter Volksstimme” and “Pester Lloyd”, among 
others, and he also worked as a reporter from Budapest for the U.S. 
media. (See Das Rote Wien: Schlüsseltexte der Zweiten Wiener Moder
ne 1919–1934, ed. by Rob McFarland, Georg Spitaler and Ingo Zech-
ner, Berlin 2020, p. 76.)

The cover design is an early work by the author’s wife, the book and 
poster artist Vera Csillag, who was a student of Álmos Jaschik and 
Sándor Bortnyik in Budapest between 1925 and 1929. She received 
prizes for her posters and envelopes already at the beginning of her 
activity. In the sixties she emigrated from Hungary to Australia and 
continued to work there as a book designer. (See AKLXXII, 1999, p. 
543.)

As of September 2022, OCLC locates only one holding of this title in 
North America.
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[UKRAINIAN MODERNISM]

7.  Tychyna, Pavlo and Pavlo Kovzhun, designer. Zolotyi homin: poezii 
(zbirka zbirok) [The golden harmony: poems. A collection of collec-
tions]. Novitnia biblioteka [The latest books], vol. 42. (series title). 
L'viv-Kyiv: Vyd. spilky “Novi shliakhy”, 1922. Oblong octavo (18.5 × 
21.8 cm). Original pictorial wrappers by Pavlo Kovzhun; 103 pp. Light 
wear and chipping to wrappers; internally very good, uncut and un-
opened. (52229)   $750

A scarce volume gathering several collections of poems by leading 
Ukrainian modernist poet, writer, and translator Pavlo Tychyna (1891–
1967), whose began as a strikingly original symbolist poet, but later 
embraced the Soviet regime and hewed to its socialist realist norms. 
Readers continue to be divided in their assessment of his oeuvre; 
among other things, he is known for having written the words to the 
anthem of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic.

The present book, which gathers his avant-gardistic early verse, was 
published by “Novi shliakhy” (New paths), an important print organ 
for modernist writing and social thought in Western Ukraine, which 
was edited by Anton Krushel'nytsky and published 1929–1932. “Novi 
shliakhy included on its governing board figures who represented 
mainstream Galicia, such as Kost Levytsky, Ilarion Svientsitsky, and 
Mykhailo Rudnytsky. It published the expressionist poet Antin Pavliuk, 
the surrealist verse of Vasyl Khmeliuk ... and Hordynsky's stunning book 
dovers, which were influenced by expressionist graphic design. Novi 
shliakhy was linked to the left-leaning Western Ukrainian Artistic Union 
(ZUMO)” (Myroslav Shkandrij, Ukrainian Nationalism, Yale University 
Press, 2015, p. 140). Wrappers designed by Pavlo Kovzhun, a leading 
West Ukrainian avant-garde graphic artist and illustrator, was also one 
of the organizers of the Association of Independent Ukrainian Artists in 
Lviv, which published numerous monographs and exhibition catalogs in 
the early 1930s.

As of December 2022, KVK, OCLC show five copies, all in North America.
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[A UKRAINIAN "REMARQUE – THE CONFISCATED FIRST EDITION]

8.  Kobets', O[leksa] and Ol. Varavva, editor. Naperedodni: zapysky 
polonenoho I [On the eve: notes of a prisoner]. WITH: V nevoli: 
zapysky polonenoho [In captivity: notes of a prisoner] II (all pub-
lished). Kharkiv-Kyiv: Derzhavne vydavnytstvo “Literatura i mystet-
stvo”, 1931. Octavos (22 × 16 cm). Original pictorial wrappers (not 
attributed); 151, [1] and 177, [2] pp. Wrappers worn, with chipping 
to wrapper edges; reenforced with tape to rectos; front wrapper of 
second volume detached but present; private inventory numbers to 
rear wrappers; still good copies. (52257)   Sold

First edition; the bulk of the print run was confiscated in the year of 
publication, after the Prague newspaper "Neue Freie Presse" printed 
an enthusiastic review comparing the author to Erich Maria Re-
marque.

Interestingly, the preface by the ostensible editor, Ol. Varavva, is a 
mystification that alleges that the author of these memoirs was trag-
ically killed during clashes between Petliura's forces and the advanc-
ing Red Army soldiers which had entered Kyiv on January 17, 1918. 
Originally from Kaniv, Kobets' managed to flee to Germany in 1943 
and, after a time in a camp for Displaced Persons (DP), settled in 
North America, where he died in 1967. During World War I, Kobets' 
had been imprisoned in an Austro-Hungarian internment camp, and 
he recounts his experiences in the present work.

Rare; as of August 2022, KVK, OCLC show two copies of this first 
edition.
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[RARE RODCHENKO DESIGN – CONSTRUCTIVISM]

9.  Rodchenko, Aleksandr, design. Kniga o knigakh: dvukhnedel'nyi bibli-
ograficheskii zhurnal [A book about books: a bi-weekly bibliographical 
journal]. Nos. 1–2, 3, 4, 5–6, 7–8 (all published). Moscow: Gosudarst-
vennoe izdatel'stvo, 1924. Octavos (23.5 × 16.3 cm). Original pictorial 
wrappers by Aleksandr Rodchenko; 123, [1], 4; 80; 80; 100; 123, [1] pp. 
Illustrated with numerous photographs, vignettes, and cover reproduc-
tions. Professional restoration to spines; wrappers of the first volume re-
backed with covers laid down; wrappers and text block somewhat resized; 
else still very bright copies and internally very good. (52516)   $12,500

Rare complete run of the short-lived periodical, edited by Sergei  
Mstislavskii, which aimed to introduce readers to newly published Soviet 
and foreign literature, but also to the various stages of book production 
and publishing. It contains book reviews, bibliographical articles, essays 
on the publishing business, bookselling, and librarianship, as well as news 
columns about both Soviet and foreign writers, literary groups, book- 
related exhibitions, etc. The last issue contains a contributions about  
Aleksandr Blok from a bibliographical point of view; the May issue is  
dedicated to five years of the State Publishing House (Gosizdat); other 
contributions include a review of recent anti-religious literature, Soviet 
books exhibited in Prague, and a review of English working class literature.

Rodchenko's black, white, and red typography, repeated with different 
illustrations at the center, is reminiscent of his photo-montage posters  
for the short-film series “Kino-glaz” (Cinema Eye), also produced in 1924.

A striking visual and descriptive compendium of Soviet publishing in 
April-July 1924 and a Rodchenko work rarely encountered in the trade, 
especially complete.

Getty 338 (“scattered issues”).

As of November 2022, KVK, OCLC only show two non-microform holdings 
in North America, neither of which are complete runs.
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[RUSSIAN SUPREMATIST BOOK DESIGN BY SUETIN]

10.  Genkel’, German Prof. and Nikolai Suetin, illustrator. Ford  
i fordizm: vpechatleniia [Ford and Fordism: impressions]. Lenin-
grad: Kubuch, 1925. Octavo (23 × 15.5 cm). Original pictorial wrap-
pers by Nikolai Suetin; 76, [1] pp. Professional restoration to spine 
and corners of wrappers; else very good. (50087)   $2,500

First and only edition of this work about Henry Ford, inspired by the 
Russian translation of Ford's memoirs, “My Life and Work” (1922), 
as well as by Soviet newspaper articles and essays about Ford, his 
achievements, and production methods. 

With a striking suprematist cover design by Nikolai Suetin, the stu-
dent of Kazimir Malevich in Vitebsk, who was active as a graphic art-
ist and porcelain designer. He was a member of "UNOVIS" and exhib-
ited with the group in Vitebsk and Moscow, as well as internationally. 
For over a decade, he led the artistic laboratory at the Lomonosov 
Porcelain Plant in Leningrad, where he was invited by Anna Akhma-
tova’s second husband, Nikolai Punin. He also designed the Soviet 
pavilions for World Exhibitions in Paris (1937) and New York (1939). 
We can trace only two book covers created by Suetin, of which this is 
the only recognizably suprematist one, which shows clear parallels 
to his work in painting and porcelain design. The author, German 
Genkel' (1854–1940), was a Russian scholar of Asian languages and 
Hebrew, a specialist in Jewish manuscripts and rare books, as well 
as a teacher and writer. 

Rare; as of November 2022, KVK and OCLC show two copies in North 
America.
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[AVANT-GARDE — REVOLUTIONARY YIDDISH THEATER]

11.  Liubomirskii, Evsei and Aleksei Granovskii. Der revolutsiyonerer  
teater [The revolutionary theater]. Moscow: Farlag shul un bukh, 
1926. Octavo (23 × 15 cm). Original pictorial wrappers (not attribut-
ed); 54 pp. Publisher's mark to rear wrapper. Wrappers professionally 
restored along edges and spine; small owner signature to title; light 
dust-soiling to covers and some even toning to text; still about very 
good. (52518)   Sold

Scarce account of Yiddish revolutionary theater in Soviet Russia, with 
a striking unattributed constructivist wrapper design printed in gray 
and purple. With a preface by Aleksei Granovskii (born Avrom Azarkh, 
1890–1937), the Russian and Soviet film and theater director, who 
founded a Yiddish theatre company in Petrograd in 1919, which was 
converted into the Moscow State Jewish Theatre, known as GOSET, in 
1920. The author, Evsei Liubomirskii (1884–1977) authored numerous 
histories of Yiddish theater in the Soviet Union; the present work was 
his first publication. His last major work in 1938 was a biography of 
Solomon Mikhoels, who went on to become the director of GOSET, and 
whose assassination in 1948 exemplified the ruthlessness of Stalin's 
anti-Jewish repressions and prefigured the forced closure of GOSET 
itself in 1949.

During the heyday of Soviet Yiddish theatre, in the 1930s and early 
1940s, numerous state-sponsored theatre companies existed, with 
major centers in Moscow, Kiev, Odessa, Minsk, and Birobidzhan and 
fifteen theaters in smaller centers of Jewish life throughout the Soviet 
Union. For more on the significance of the theatre system for Soviet 
propagandistic purposes, as well as an overview of its productions, see 
the Yivo Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe.

One of 3000 copies, but rare. We cannot trace a single copy at a past 
auction or in the trade.

As of December 2022, KVK and OCLC show seven copies in North 
America.

https://yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Moscow_State_Yiddish_Theater
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[RUSSIAN AVANT-GARDE THEATRE]

12.  Gozzi, Carlo. Printsessa Turandot: teatral'no-tragicheskaia 
kitaiskaia skazka v 5 aktakh [Princess Turandot: a tragic theatrical 
Chinese fairy tale in five acts]. Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe Izdatel'-
stvo, 1923. Quarto (33.5 × 25 cm). Original illustrated wrappers; 
222 pp. 12 chromolithograph plates, 14 mezzotint plates, and numer-
ous photographs. Light dust-staining to cover, minor chipping along 
edges, some abrasions and small losses along spine. Interior mostly 
clean and about very good; tissue paper overlays toned. (52232)   
$2,750
 
This detailed volume covers all aspects of the Vakhtangov production 
of the famous commedia dell’arte play, Princess Turandot, held at 
the Moscow Academic Theater in 1923. Princess Turandot was per-
haps Vakhtangov’s most notable production, a prime example of the 
director’s penchant for incorporating masks, music, dance, abstract 
costume, avant-garde set design, and the psychological motivations 
of the characters into his productions. The scenery and costumes for 
this production were designed by Ignatiy Nivinskiy and the inciden-
tal music was composed or arranged by Nikolay Sizov and Alexander 
Kozlovskiy.

Soon after the 1917 Revolution, the building housing the theater 
(previously owned by a book publisher and seized by the Soviet State) 
was used to display works of art which had been “liberated” from 
the mansions of their owners. Shortly thereafter, it was turned into 
a theater and was home to a new theater company. Called the Third 
Studio of the Moscow Arts Theatre, the company was headed by 
Vakhtangov. One of the first productions staged at the new theater 
was this mounting of Gozzi’s play, Princess Turandot by Vakhtangov 
himself, even though he was extremely ill at the time. It was his last 
production. He died a short time later, and the theater was renamed 
after him. The staging was revived during the Khrushchev Thaw, when 
adventurous theatrical productions were once again possible.

The website of the Vakhtangov Theatre describes this production as 
a “legendary performance” which became "the symbol of the theatre 
for years. An elegant artistic form, the flying dynamics of the action, 
the wealth of acting talents defined an absolute success of the per-
formance which became the carte de visite of the theatre. ‘Princess 
Turandot’ defined the main features of theatrics: striving to combine 
the truth of feelings with acute spectacular form, attention to means 
of external expression-rhythm, plastics, gesture. It was this pro-
duction which in many ways defined the improvisational style of the 
theatre." (https://vakhtangov.ru/en/show/printsessaturandot/)

Alongside the Russian-language libretto of the play, there are photo-
graphs of the actors in costume, illustrations of costume and scenic 
designs, notes on the production process, essays on the staging of 
the play, and samples of sheet music.

 https://vakhtangov.ru/en/show/printsessaturandot/
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[IMPORTANT SOVIET CHILDREN'S PHOTOBOOK]

13.  Griuntal', V[ladimir] and G[rigorii] Iablonovskii. Chto eto takoe?  
[What is it?]. Moscow: Ogiz Molodaia gvardiia, 1932. Oblong octavo  
(17 × 23.5 cm). Original staple-stitched photo-illustrated and typograph-
ically designed wrappers; [32] pp. A very good copy, with only the most 
minimal restoration to wrapper edges. (52517)  $7,500

Rare photo-illustrated children's book, with photographs of ordinary 
objects taken from unusual angles by Grigorii Iablonovskii, which “trans-
forms the defamiliarization of space and object into a game for the child 
reader. In the first half of the work, the ‘snapshot-puzzles’ (snimkiza
gadki) ask the reader to guess at what is being pictured in the black-and-
white photographs and, at the same time, to solve an arithmetic problem. 
The answers to both the visual and arithmetic puzzles are revealed in the 
second half of the book, where objects that were initially shot from unex-
pected angles or shown in unrecognizable close-ups—such as a grouping 
of eggs shot from above or a close-up of a household grater—are revealed 
from a more familiar angle. The photographed objects (alongside the solu-
tion to the mathematical problem) are refamiliarized, revealed as recog-
nizable objects from everyday life” (Katherine M. H. Reischl, “In the Soviet 
School of Photography: Lessons in Photographic Literacy,” 2018).

Griuntal’s book fits neatly into the contemporary discourse about the 
development of various photo-based genres, such as the photo-novel and 
the photo-film, in which the narrative would be developed entirely on a 
visual level, with minimal verbal commentary. It is also one of at least two 
known examples of a combined approach to photography and arithmetic: 
the book “Budet voina” (1931, photographs by N. and F. Shtertser) con-
tains mathematical problems in which factor is written numerically, and 
the other provided in the form of a photograph (of tractors, factories, etc.). 

Getty 230. Lur'e, Kniga dlia detei 1881–1939, 484. Karasik, Udarnaia 
kniga, pp. 230–232.

As of November 2022, KVK, OCLC show five copies, all in North America.
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[DIY MANUAL FOR WOODEN TOYS AND PAPER TOYS]

14.  Galkin, I.; A. Chushkin. Igrushki iz bumagi [Paper toys]. WITH: Reznaia 
igrushka iz dereva [Carved wooden toys]. Svoimi rukami [Made by hand; 
series titles]. Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe izdatel'stvo, 1926 and 1927. Octa-
vos (20.3 × 13.8 cm). Original pictorial wrappers; 53, [3] and 63, [1] pp. Each 
volume with numerous drawings and photographs. Good and very good; one 
volume with light fraying and splitting to spine extremities. (52520)   On hold

Two manuals for making toys by hand, out of a series of five related manu-
als. The present works cover carved wooden toys and toys made from paper 
(papier-mâché) respectively, and are each richly illustrated with drawings 
(Chushkin’s guidebook also features several black-and-white photographs). 
The remaining three titles in the series covered two-dimensional toys made 
out of paper and cardboard, toys made out of textiles, and toys made using 
woodworking equipment. The volume by Galkin contains a preface by editor 
Nikolai Bartram which lays out the series’ aims and also includes a three-
page bibliography of Russian works on toys and toy production. Bartram 
(1873–1933) was an art historian and collector who was born into a family 
of artists and learned to craft wooden toys from an early age. He became a 
specialist in the history of Russian toys and formed a large collection of his-
torical toys from Russia, Western Europe, and Japan. In 1918, he managed 
to found a small toy museum in Moscow.

Galkin's work on papier-mâché toys describes the process of creating plastic 
figures out of clay and forming a mold using plaster, from which multiple 
copies of a toy could be produced. These could then be covered with ad-
ditional layers of primer and glazed or painted. Whereas nothing is known 
about I. Galkin, the author of the second volume was a famous woodworking 
artisan, Andrei Iakovlevich Chushkin, who co-founded a craftsman associa-
tion for woodworkers in the Bogorodskoe village north of Moscow. Chushkin 
also pioneered a course of instruction for makers of wooden toys and later 
established a vocational school in Bogorodskoe. In later years, under Soviet 
rule, the workshop was developed into a factory. Chushkin’s book describes 
all stages of creating wooden toys and the tools required.

As of November 2022, only the volume by Galkin is found in KVK, OCLC, with 
one holding in North America.
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[SOVIET PROPAGANDA FOR ROMA CITIZENS]

15.  Kė 15 bėrshytko oktiabrĕskiro dyvės: pandzh massova gilia 
[For the 15-year anniversary of October: Five songs for the mass-
es]. Moscow: Muzgizo (Gosudarstvennoe muzykal'noe izdatel'stvo), 
1932. Octavo (18 × 13.2 cm). Original pictorial self-wrappers; 7, [1] 
pp. About very good; light creasing and very faint stain to rear wrap-
per; uncut and unopened copy. (52381)   On hold

Scarce booklet containing five songs with lyrics in Romani, published 
on the occasion of the fifteen-year anniversary of the October Revo-
lution. These include:

1. Internatsyonalo (The International)
2. Eislero. Kominterno (Comintern by Hanns Eisler)
3. Shekhtero. Sastrune rezerventsa (Zheleznymi rezervami by Boris 
Shekhter)
4. Kovale. Palo bergi duripnastyr
5. Davidenko. Te maren but skedynepe

As of September 2022, KVK, OCLC show the copy at the University 
of Illinois only. Apparently not held by the Russian State or National 
Libraries.
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[ROMA IN THE SOVIET UNION]

16.  German, A. V. and A. Shcherbakov, designer. Tsygane vchera i segodnia 
[Roma yesterday and today]. Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe uchebno-pedagog-
icheskoe izdatel'stvo, 1931. Octavo (16.7 × 10.8 cm). Original pictorial wrap-
pers; 99, [1] pp. With five photographic reproductions. Good or better; light 
wear and fraying to spine; rear wrapper creased; text evenly toned. (52382)   
On hold

First and only publication of this history of the Romani people in the territory 
of the former Russian Empire and the Soviet Union, which presents a case for 
adaptation to urban settlements and cultural growth in the Soviet sense. The 
work was written by the writer, literary scholar, and Romani activist Aleksandr 
V. German (1893–1955). German was born to a Czech father and a Moravian 
Romani mother, who had relocated to Russia in the late nineteenth century. 
He began publishing essays and literary works in 1915, in his native Russian. 
During the Civil War, he served in the Red Army as a cultural activist and 
propagandist, and after several more years in his native Orel, he settled in 
Moscow, where he began to devote his life and work to Romani culture in the 
service of the state. On behalf of Narkompros, the People’s Commissariat for 
Education, he set out to create a unified alphabet and orthography for Romani 
as part of the Soviet literacy campaign of the 1920s. He began to live among 
the Roma and learning their various dialects, wrote literary works in Romani, 
co-founded the first professional Romani theatre company (Romen) in 1930, 
and the same year also saw the publication of his systematic account of 
literature about the Sinti and Roma (Bibliografiia o tsyganakh: ukazatel' knig 
i statei s 1780 po 1930). The present work describes the ongoing attempts to 
transform the traditional ways of the Roma in accordance with Soviet norms, 
by phasing out their itinerant lifestyle and introducing political awareness, a 
high level of education, work skills, and literacy. The accompanying photo-
graphs show young Roma girls at school, a Roma collective farm worker, and 
young women in a factory.

At head of title: “V bor'be za kul'turnuiu revoliutsiiu” (In the struggle for a 
cultural revolution).

Wrapper with photomontage design by A. Shcherbakov.

As of December 2022, KVK, OCLC only show a microform copy, at the  
University of Illinois.
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[SOVIET PHOTO-MONTAGE]

17.  Shnurov, A. Turetskii proletariat [The Turkish proletariat]. 
Biblioteka “Zhizn' i bor'ba zarubezhnykh rabochikh” (series title). 
Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe izdatel'stvo, 1929. Octavo (16.7 × 11.5 
cm). Original pictorial wrappers; 87, [1] pp. About very good; small 
nick to lower spine extremity. (52384)   On hold

First and only edition of this account of the Turkish working class, 
with information about the Turkish economy and its political struc-
ture, labor conditions, including the housing situation, wages, and 
unemployment, and the labor movement during various historical 
epochs, up to the contemporary period. This section is the most 
extensive one, with separate chapters on various tactics including 
strikes and protests, the response of the government, and an over-
view of various proletarian organizations in Turkey. With four illustra-
tions and a bibliography for further reading.

With a striking constructivist design printed in black and blue, incor-
porating a diagonal strip of photo-montage elements (not attributed).

As of December 2022, KVK, OCLC show one copy.
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[SOVIET ANTI-RELIGIOUS PROPAGANDA — COVER BY ERMILOV?]

18.   Ivanovskii, A. Sektantstvo i bor'ba s nim: kratkii populiarnyi 
ocherk [Sectarianism and the struggle against it: a short popular 
essay]. Kharkiv: Izdatel'stvo “Proletarii”, 1930. Octavo (17.8 × 12.7 
cm). Original decorative wrappers in the constructivist style (by Vasyl' 
Ermilov?); 87, [1] pp. About very good; light overall wear and soil to 
wrappers; erased bookstore label to rear wrapper; partly uncut and 
unopened copy. (52385)   On hold

Second, expanded edition of this popular antireligious work about 
the struggle against sectarianism, with a four-page bibliography. The 
author’s primary focus is on sectarians who split from the Ortho-
dox Church, such as Old Believers and Molokans, but also discusses 
such groups as Russian Baptists. A section of supplements contains 
suggestions for organizing group educational sessions on the topic, 
as well as the declaration about sectarians by the League of Militant 
Atheists. Early Soviet culture was rampant with anti-religious activism: 
the League held educational congresses and workshops at schools, 
factories, and in the countryside, and published periodicals such as 
“Bezbozhnik” and “Antireligioznik”. Its activities also enabled the per-
secution and exile of clergy and religious communities by the Soviet 
government throughout the 1920s and 1930s. 

With black and green constructivist-inspired wrapper design, which we 
suspect to be by one of the key figures of Ukrainian avant-garde, Vasily 
Ermilov (Vasyl Yermilov, 1894–1968). Ermilov was a Constructivist 
painter, graphic artist, stage set and type designer as well as creator of 
street furniture and of immersive environments such as the first Soviet 
House of the Pioneers (Kharkiv, 1934) and the Ukrainian pavilion at 
VDNKh (Moscow, 1937). For his artistic brilliance and later profession-
al persecution, he has been variously dubbed the “Kharkiv Picasso” 
and the “Ukrainian Job.” Ermilov studied decorative and applied arts in 
his native Kharkiv, and later at the Moscow School of Painting, Sculp-
ture and Architecture, alongside the futurist artists Vladimir Maya-

kovsky and David Burliuk. During the Russian Civil War, Ermilov worked 
on the famous propaganda project UkROSTA (1920), and created 
murals for the agitational train “Red Ukraine” (1921) which traveled 
with films and lectures to the Ukrainian provinces. In addition to these 
large-scale projects, in 1921 Ermilov collaborated with the futurist 
poet Velimir Khlebnikov on his book “Ladomir”. The mechanical flower, 
Ermilov’s signature design, which combined folk motifs with cubo-fu-
turist elements, appeared both on the agit-train murals and on the 
cover of Khlebnikov’s poem. Some of Ermilov’s most celebrated cover 
designs were done for “Avanhard” (1928–1929), a Constructivist jour-
nal of the eponymous group founded by the poet Valeriian Polishchuk. 
The closure of the journal in 1929 marked the beginning of a long pe-
riod of professional decline for Ermilov, which included the censorship 
and destruction of a monograph about the artist in 1934 (written by 
Valeriian Polishchuk in 1931), his removal from his teaching post and 
eventual expulsion from the Artist’s Union in 1949. His rehabilitation in 
the 1960s included a solo exhibition (1962) where his most interesting 
works from the Constructivist period were not shown.

As of December 2022, not in KVK, OCLC.
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[CIGARETTE PAPER FROM UKRAINE – COVER BY TELINGATER]

19.  Veretenov, N. M. Proizvodstvo papirosnoi bumagi [On the 
production of cigarette paper]. Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe Lesnoe 
Tekhnicheskoe Izdatel'stvo, 1933. Octavo (17 × 12.6 cm). Original 
staple-stitched decorative wrappers in the constructivist style by 
Solomon Telingater (Telingator); 55, [1] pp. With seventeen technical 
diagrams and drawings in the text. About very good. (52386)   $350

Evidently an occasional work for a highly specialized publisher, the 
wrappers are attributed to the prolific artist, designer, and typog-
rapher Solomon Telingater. They playfully incorporate the theme of 
translucent cigarette paper, two pieces of which (partially overlap-
ping) are “superimposed” onto the printed title.

According to the preface, the book was the first exposition of the 
methods and equipment used to produce cigarette paper in the 
Soviet Union, with numerous technical drawings and photographs 
of machines. It sheds light on all parts of production and closes 
with a section on recent innovations, especially those made by the 
Ukrainian branch of the All-Union Research and Production Institute 
for Papermaking (VNIIB).

As of December 2022, not in KVK, OCLC.
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[FORESTS FOR SOVIET COLLECTIVE FARMS]

20.  F. N. Kharitonovich and M. K. Gladyshevskii. Lesnye posad-
ki kolkhozov: ukhod i okhrana [Plantation forests for collective 
farms: their upkeep and protection]. Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe 
Lesnoe Tekhnicheskoe Izdatel'stvo, 1934. Small octavo (15 × 10.9 
cm). Original staple-stitched decorative wrappers; 32 pp. About  
very good. (52387)   On hold

Manual for members of Soviet collective farms (kolkhoz) and oth-
er participants of tree planting brigades. The booklet lays out the 
significance of forest growth for socialist farming, and gives instruc-
tions for planting and maintaining such forests. Increased forestation 
was especially important in arid climes, where it could help prevent 
droughts and dry winds. It was also a way to reduce infertile and 
unused land and to help prevent fires.

With a curious, unattributed typographic composition on the front 
wrapper, printed in green and black.

As of December 2022, not in KVK, OCLC.
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[THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION ON THE BLACK SEA]

21.  Oktiabr' na Nikolaevshchine: ocherk po istorii revoliutsii 
1917–1920 g.g. na Nikolaevshchine [October in Nikolaev: an essay 
on the history of the revolution of 1917–1920 in Nikolaev]. [Myko-
laiv]: Izdanie Okruzhnoi Komissii po prazdnovaniiu 10-letiia Ok-
tiabr'skoi revoliutsii, 1927. Octavo (25.5 × 17.5 cm). Original pictorial 
wrappers; 86 pp. Seven leaves of plates. Wrappers chipped and 
frayed at spine extremities; private owner note to title verso; else 
internally about very good. (52388)   $950

Rare commemorative volume documenting the revolutionary up-
heavals in Nikolaev (Mykolaiv), located near the Dniprovska Gulf 
between Odessa and Kherson. Based on archival studies carried out 
by the local Istpart (the Commission on the History of the October 
Revolution and the Russian Communist Party), the book seeks to 
document the particular difficulties which local Bolshevik leaders 
faced in the struggle for proletarian rule and against “occupiers, 
nationalists, kulak gangs and vast hordes of Tsarist generals,” which 
spanned not weeks and months, but the years 1917–1920. The book 
is divided into chapters about the socio-economic situation in Niko-
laev before the Revolution, the October Revolution, the first period 
of Soviet power, the German occupation, the second phase of Soviet 
rule (March through August 1919), the regime of White Army general 
Denikin, and the final establishment of Soviet rule. The plates show 
major political figures and committees, as well as broadsides of the 
period. 

One of 1500 copies printed.

As of December 2022, KVK, OCLC show one copy, in North America.
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[THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION IN THE NORTH CAUCASUS]

22.  Poliakovaia, E., B. Gofman, and M. Shausen, editors. Vladikav-
kaz v oktiabr'skie dni [Vladikavkaz in the days of October]. 
Wrapper title: 1917 g. Oktiabr' vo Vladikavkaze [October 1917 in 
Vladikavkaz]. [Vladikavkaz]: Istpart Vladokrkoma VKP(b), 1927]. 
Octavo (21.5 × 17 cm). Original pictorial wrappers; 56 pp. About very 
good; some wear and fraying to lower spine extremity, with lower 
third of spine split; ink owner signature to title verso; Soviet book-
store stamp inside rear wrapper. (52380)   On hold

Rare commemorative volume documenting the revolutionary up-
heavals in the Terek Region, based on eyewitness testimonies 
compiled by the local Istpart (the Commission on the History of the 
October Revolution and the Russian Communist Party). In contrast 
to other sites of the revolutionary struggle, the editors mention a 
lack of archival materials documenting the situation in the North 
Caucasus. According to the preface, here the “struggle for the rule of 
the Soviets unfolded in exceedingly difficult circumstances,” a fact 
explained by class, occupational, but also national tensions. A recent 
account describes the situation during these years as follows: “if the 
period of the February and October revolutions was characterized by 
attempts of the North Caucasian political and religious elite to form 
a single state entity, the outbreak of civil war brought societal and 
ethnic cleavages to the fore, undermining common state-building 
efforts. Caucasians fought on all sides of the front, but most of the 
North Caucasian Muslims allied themselves with the forces of the 
Bolsheviks, with whom they shared a common cause: to prevent the 
re-establishment of the old regime. While the “White” troops under 
former tsarist General Anton Denikin fought for a Russia “one and 
united,” the Bolsheviks promised the non-Russian peoples land and 
freedom. Shortly after the triumph of the Bolsheviks, cracks began 
to appear in these alliances. By mid-1920, the mountainous parts 
of Chechnia and Dagestan had been set aflame in a large-scale 
anti-Bolshevik uprising led Imam Gotsinskii. Only in late 1921 did 

the Bolsheviks, with assistance from regular units of the Red Army, 
manage to crush this rebellion and establish military superiority” 
(Jeronim Perovic, From Conquest to Deportation: The North Caucasus 
under Russian Rule, 2018).

Illustrated with many portraits of leading political figures, including 
Noi Buachidze, F. Bulle, V. Budagov, E. Poliakova, M. Orekhalashvili, 
S. M. Kirov, and others.

Print run not indicated, but likely no more than 1000–2000 copies.

As of December 2022, not in KVK, OCLC. Not held by the Russian 
State Library. We can only trace the copy at the Russian National 
Library (St. Petersburg).
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[HECTOGRAPHED REVOLUTIONARY SONGS]

23.  Piesni revoliutsii [Songs of the revolution]. Riga: Izdanie 
Rizhsk. Sots.-Dem. Organizatsii Uchashcheisia Molodezhi, [ca. 1905–
1907]. Octavo (18 × 12 cm). Original hectographed wrappers on on 
light pink stock; [8] pp. of hectographed text to rectos and versos. 
Some damage to upper corners of text, without loss; still about very 
good. (52370)   Sold

Rare illegally published volume of revolutionary poems published by 
Russian social-democrat students in Riga, most likely in the after-
math of the 1905 Revolution. It contains the “Internationale”, the 
“Rossiianka” (Stonet Rossiia pod vlast'iu zhestokoi), a Ukrainian lyric 
(“Shalite, shalite, skazheny katy”), “Mashinushka” (to the motif of 
“Dubinishka”), “Snova ia slyshu rodnuiu ‘Luchinu’” by Leonid Radin, 
and several others. 

One of 100 copies printed. Text and illustrations were reproduced by 
hectograph, a printing process invented by Mikhail Alisov in 1869, 
and used widely among Russian revolutionary circles as well as 
religious sectarians into the twentieth century. It was hand-copied 
onto sheets of paper using a mixture of aniline inks and glycerol. The 
result was transferred onto a gelatin pad, creating a “matrix” from 
which a very limited set of copies could be printed by hand.

As of December 2022, not in KVK, OCLC.
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[SOVIET ARTISTS IN SARATOV]

24.  Katalog 1(3) ob'edinennoi vystavki kartin Obshchestva Sara-
tovskikh Khudozhnikov (O.S.Kh.) [Catalog of the 1st (3rd) unified 
exhibition of works by the Saratov Society of Artists (O.S.Kh)]. 
Saratov: s.n. (Tip. kol. bezrab. Pechatnikov), 1929. Octavo (18 × 
13.2 cm). Single folded leaf, printed to recto and verso. Very good. 
(52519)   On hold

The scarce regional catalog lists 286 works by thirty-two Saratov  
artists, including N. Karavashkin, N. A. Koliukin, A. I. Darvin, 
G. S. Skorokhodov, S. A. Svistunov, V. A. Martynov, P. T. Morekha-
nov, I. Mel'nikov, and others. Interestingly, a number of the works 
by N. Karavashkin were inspired by science fiction works, both 
H. G. Wells and Aleksandr Bogdanov’s “Engineer Menni” and “Red 
Star.” The Saratov Society of Artists was founded in 1928 or 1929 
and existed into the early 1930s.

One of 100 copies printed.

As of November 2022, not in KVK, OCLC.
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[HOW TO CELEBRATE MAY DAY]

25.  Klubnyi Otdel Glavpolitprosveta U.S.S.R. [Club department of 
Glavpolitprosvet, Ukrainian S.S.R.]. Pervoe maia: sbornik materi-
alov dlia provedeniia dnia pervogo maia v klubakh [May Day: an 
anthology of materials for celebrating May Day in clubs]. Kharkiv: 
Glavpolitprosvet, Izdatel'stvo “Put' prosveshcheniia” pri narkom-
prose U.S.S.R., 1924. Octavo (23 × 15 cm). Original pictorial wrap-
pers; 68 pp. and [2] pp. of musical notation. Wrappers professionally 
restored; some spotting to wrappers; else very good. Small oval 
stamp of Marcel Bekus (“Ex-libris Marcel Bekus”). (52563)   $750

Scarce anthology intended for use in Soviet workers’ clubs in dis-
cussions about the significance of May Day celebrations, as well as 
for preparing the festivities themselves. The book includes a section 
about the history of May Day celebrations in pre-revolutionary and 
Soviet Russia, with texts by Grigorii Zinov'ev and Nikolai Bukharin, 
among others, as well as personal reminiscences about past cele-
brations (by Kollontai and Lunacharsky, among others), and a section 
with poems, prose, as well as theatrical scenes and sketches (“Na 
smert' Vozhdia” and “Rabochaia maevka”). The volume is rounded 
out by a four-page bibliography on May First and the musical notes of 
the May Day hymn (Pervomaiskii gimn). 

The inclusion of texts by Zinov'ev and Bukharin would have justified 
confiscating and destroying the present book in the 1930s, after 
their repression during the Stalin Terror, which may help explain its 
scarcity despite the not insubstantia print run of 10.000 copies.

From the library of Marcel Bekus (1888–1939), the Polish-born 
Russian revolutionary and veteran of the 1905 Revolution in Russia. 
Bekus built a famous collection of books related to the revolution-
ary and socialist movement, but also the sciences, which was later 
dispersed. 

As of December 2022, KVK, OCLC show a single copy.
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["FIGHTING" MUSIC FOR SOVIET DEMONSTRATIONS]

26.  Uspenskaia, K. Muzykal'noe oformlenie demonstratsii: opyt 
raboty v Moskve 1 maia 1931 g. [The musical accompaniment of 
demonstrations: based on experiences made on May 1, 1931]. 
Metodicheskaia biblioteka massovika [A methodological library 
for the mass organizer]. Moscow: Muzgiz, 1931. Octavo (17.2 × 
12.3 cm). Original pictorial wrappers in the constructivist style (not 
attributed); 31, [1] pp. About very good; uncut and unopened copy. 
(52383)  On hold

Curious manual for organizing musical accompaniment for political 
marches and demonstrations, based on experience gathered during 
the May Day celebrations in 1931. In the harshest words, the author 
castigates the “rift” between the political content of Soviet demon-
strations and the music resounding from the loudspeakers: “Prole-
tarian songs are already beginning to infiltrate everyday life, but they 
have not yet pushed out songs which are foreign, hostile, and which 
demoralize the psyche; these resist the new songs” (p. 3). All too 
common were such “petit bourgeois,” NEP-era, and obsolete nine-
teenth-century soldiers’ songs as “tsyganochka,” “Dunia,” and “Vo 
kuznitse” (At the smithy’s). Uspenskaia stresses the importance of 
“fighting” songs for energizing the proletariat, and her emphasis on 
quasi-military music runs throughout the pamphlet.

To avoid negative results in the future, the author presents a detailed 
proposal involving preparatory work by local “musical brigades” 
tasked with raising awareness of the propagandistic importance of 
music and with teaching songs and chants suitable for mass perfor-
mance ahead of demonstrations and manifestations. Her analysis 
also contains a detailed review of the shortcomings and obstacles 
encountered by the brigades and musical circles on May 1, 1931, 
down to denunciations of individual organizers.

As of December 2022, KVK, OCLC show two copies.
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[POP MUSIC COMES TO THE SOVIET UNION]

27.  Tsybin, Iurii, editor. Populiarnaia muzyka: problemy, fakty, 
suzhdeniia [Popular music: problems, facts, evaluations]. Sixteen 
issues for 1988–1991. Minsk: Respublikanskii eksperimental'nyi 
molodezhnyi muzykal'nyi tsentr “Orientir”, 1987–1993. Octavos 
(20.4 × 14.4 cm). Original staple-stitched pictorial wrappers;  
32–64 pp. per issue, mostly offset-reproduced typescript. Occa-
sional portraits and other photographic reproductions; most issues 
with photographic centerfold, later in full color. About very good; one 
issue lacking the original wrappers; a few isssues with small owner 
signatures to title. (52536)   On hold

Significant run of this Perestroika-era journal of both Western and 
local (Belarusian and Russian) pop music, published by the Repub-
lican Experimental Youth Musical Center “Orientir”, associated with 
the record label “Melodiia”.  Forty-six issues were published in total 
from 1987 through 1993. It was one of the first, if not the first, legal 
publications on rock and pop music in the former Soviet Union, which 
successfully masqueraded as a “scholarly” journal by musicologists, 
rather than fans and performers, a fact that set it apart from simi-
larly themed DIY journals published during this period. Its founder 
and editor was Iurii Tsybin, an enthusiastic promoter of all things 
rock and roll in Belarus, who organized the first music festivals. The 
journal avoided political provocation, focusing exclusively on the 
latest in pop music: it published hit parades, discographies, reviews 
of albums and music videos, as well as biographical articles on 
performers and entire genres. The centerfolds feature groups such 
as The Cure, Dio, and Tina Turner, but also Soviet performers such as 
Akvarium, Sergei Minaev, and Zhanna Aguzarova. A number of issues 
also focus on local Belarusian bands, both established ones and 
those just getting started.

The print run rose from 4500 to 20.000 copies per issue, and grad-
ually the quality increased as well, with the issues from the early 
1990s printed professionally and partially in color, whereas earlier 
issues consisted of offset-reproduced typescript and black-and-
white images.

The issues in the present group include: April (1988); Febru-
ary-March, March-April, June-July, July-August, August-September, 
September-October (1989); 1, 2, 3, 4, 5-6 (1990); 1 (1991). Also 
included are three special editions: “Digest 1989” with an overview 
of the American journal “Billboard” for 1989; an issue on music vid-
eos (“visible music”) for 1989; and another issue for 1989 based on 
foreign journals including Bravo, Rolling Stone, Times, and others.

As of November 2022, not in KVK, OCLC.
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[AMERICAN SELF-HELP THEORY FOR SOVIET APPARATCHIKI]

28.  Karnegi, Deil (Dale Carnegie) and Feliks P. Krasavin, translator. Kak 
priobretat' druzei i okazyvat' vliianie na liudei: perevod s angliiskogo 
[How to Win Friends and Influence People: translated from the En-
glish]. Vilnius: Litovskii Nauchno-Issledovatel'skii Institut Nauchno-Tekh-
nicheskoi Informatsii i Tekhniko-Ekonomicheskikh Issledovanii (LitNI-
INTI), 1977. Octavo (20 × 14.3 cm). Original printed wrappers; 265, [3] 
pp. Very good; very minor rubbing and soil to spine; a few underlinings in 
pencil; edges sun-tanned. (52556)  $1,750

First Russian translation, and in all likelihood the first appearance in 
Russian of any work by Dale Carnegie, published for internal use only and 
with the note “For official use” (Dlia sluzhebnogo pol'zovaniia), numbered 
1482 of 2000 copies printed.

Such publications presented Western works intended only for specialists 
and officials, and not for the eyes of the general Soviet reader. They often 
included anti-Soviet and anti-communist works of historiography, but also 
literary works such as those by Hemingway. The brief preface points out 
the rationale for translating Carnegie: while “the book describes the expe-
rience of human relationships under conditions of capitalism, it seems 
that many of the author’s observations and recommendations may also 
be useful to our specialists.” Another edition of the same work was pub-
lished by the State Planning Committee in Tashkent, today’s Uzbekistan, 
in the same year. Most likely, Carnegie’s cheerful advice was intended for 
managers of government-run companies and agencies, which strove to 
increase efficiency in the 1970s. Although the book was only distributed 
according to a list of recipients, “How to Win Friends” became almost 
instantly available in samizdat (illicitly self-published) form and would 
ultimately rank among the most frequently copied texts in the late Soviet 
period. Carnegie’s self-help advice only became widely available in a legal 
publication during Perestroika, in 1989.

For more on the role played by Carnegie and “karnegizm” in Stagna-
tion-era Soviet business and political life, see Roman Abramov, “Perevod: 
ot kommunizma k karnegizmu” (in: Neprikosnovennyi zapas 125, 2019).

As of December 2022, not in KVK, OCLC. Not held by the Russian State or 
National Library.
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